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        Abstract   
When we read the history of Islamic Scholars we would find a large number of  the
figiures who devoted their life for Islam. They dedicated themselves to Dawah,
teaching and edification of Islamic Sciences.Thepir focus was to protect and fortify
the spiritual content of the Ummsh and to illuminate the teachings of Qura'n and
Sunnah,Their moral rectitude,kind heatedness,sincerity,detachment from mateial
interests,sacrifice for others had won hearts of Muslims and non-Muslims alike
countlss Jews,Christians and Hindus came into Islam through ovserving their pristine
character.
A large number of traditionists had memorized Haddith who were spread all over
sunnah prowides minute record of Twenty Three (23)years of Prophet 's life after
Risalah .Sunnah is a reservoir of guidance for moral uplift, infusing strength of Iman
to fight  evil. It provides detailed guidance Which provides answers to all questions of
life .A Gharib hadith is one kind  of them which means that one conveyed by only one
narrator.Imam Thirmedi's understanding of a Gharib hadith,concurs to a certain extent
with that of the other teaditionists.In this paper,the basic information,authentication
and the status of Gharib Hadith will be discussed in detailed in the light of basic
sources of Islamic teachings. 
keywords;Qura'n,Prophet Mohammad(SAW),Hadith,Gharib Hadith,Status of Gharib 
Hadith, 
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